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Attempt all questions.

GROUP ‘A’

CCS(Conduct) Rules, 1964

1. To whom do CCS(Conduct) Rules,1964 apply? (5)

2. Mention three things that every govt. servant shall do under Rule 3. (9)

3. Define ‘Strike’. Mention two acts which are included as Strike. (4+2=6)

4. Mention two restrictions imposed on govt. servants regarding marriage. (6)

5. What are the two obligations that a govt. servant shall do/shall not do under Rule 22 (Consumption of

intoxicating drinks and drugs)? (6)

6. What does “lacking in devotion to duty”  mean? (5)

7. Mention three acts and omissions, which amount to misconduct. (6)

8. Mention two things which are regarded as sexual harassment.   (4)

9. Answer the following questions briefly and to the point: (5×2=10)

(a) Can permission be given to a govt. servant to enroll himself as an advocate or to engage himself

in the legal profession?

(b) Is it necessary to seek Govt.’s permission by a divorcee, who wish to contract a second marriage

with a divorcee?

(c) What should a govt. servant who marries or is married to a foreign national do?

(d) Group ‘A’ & ‘B’ Officers shall submit an annual property return as on _________(give date

and month)

(e) Is joint representation submitted by govt. servant in matters of common interest permissible? If

so, how? And if not, how to make submission of the same?

10. What is ‘Public place’ for the purpose of Rule 22? (3)
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GROUP ‘B’

GPF (CS) Rules, 1960

11. How many times can the amount of subscription to GPF be reduced and enhanced during the course

of a year? (4)

12. Advance from GPF can be sanctioned to a govt. servant under suspension.What will be the ‘pay’ for

the purpose of Rule 12(1)? (2)

13. What is the minimum and maximum rates of subscription to GPF? Mention conditions of eligibility for

subscription to GPF. (2 + 5= 7)

14. What is the amount of advance that can be sanctioned from GPF? Mention the amount of non-

refundable withdrawal that can be sanctioned to a subscriber. (2+2=4)

15. Can advance from GPF be granted before repayment of previous advance?  If no, give reasons and

If so, what is the condition? (4)

16. What is the prescribed number of instalments for recovery of advance from GPF (as a general rule

and special case)? (4)

17. Under what circumstances a subscriber may opt not to subscribe to his GPF? (3)

18. When will subscription to GPF be compulsorily discontinued? (2)

19. Give your answer briefly:  (10×1=10)

(a) Should a subscriber under Suspension subscribe monthly to the Fund?

(b) Does the term “child’ include an adopted child?

(c) Can advance from GPF be sanctioned during the last three months of service?

(d) Can nomination made while in service be changed after retirement?

(e) What is the length of service prescribed to be eligible for non-refundable withdrawal of GPF

for the purpose of purchase of TV, etc.?

(f) When does a nomination made by a subscriber take effect?

(g) Does major brother include as member of family under GPF?

(h) Is  nomination made in respect of married sister of a Subscriber valid?

(i) Is nomination submitted to the Head of Office valid if the subscriber dies before it reaches the

Accounts Officer?

(j) What is the minimum rate fixed for subscription to GPF?

* * * * * * *


